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BlitzWolf BW-V5Max LED projector/projector, android 9.0, 1080p (white)
Discover a new dimension of entertainment with the BlitzWolf BW-V5Max projector. With a native resolution of 1920*1080, any movie,
game or broadcast will  become an unforgettable experience. Watch your favorite content in Full  HD quality, enjoying every detail  and
depth of color that comes to life on the screen!
 
Versatility and convenience of use
Whether  you  need  a  projector  for  home  theater,  business  presentations  or  entertainment,  the  BW-V5Max  will  meet  your  needs.
Adjustable  aspect  ratio  and  projection  size  from 50"  to  170"  gives  you  full  control  over  the  projected  image.  Customize  the  size  and
shape of the screen to fit your room, creating the perfect environment for watching movies, playing games or meeting online.
 
Tailored to your needs
The projector offers various positioning modes: front horizontal, rear horizontal, front ceiling, rear ceiling. It allows you to flexibly adjust
to the room conditions. Manual focus and ±15° optical keystone correction make it easy to get the perfect picture. What's more, support
for  multiple  languages,  including  English,  German,  Spanish,  French  and  Polish,  makes  the  device  accessible  to  users  from  different
regions.
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Plug and play
Thanks  to  an  extensive  range  of  ports  (USB,  HDMI,  AV  and  headphone),  you  can  connect  almost  any  device  to  the  projector.  What's
more, the Bluetooth 5.0 wireless connection allows you to stream music or movie sound directly to your audio system for excellent sound
quality.
 
Durability for years to come 
Thanks to state-of-the-art LED technology, the projector's 9000 LM brightness bulb ensures a long life - up to 50000 hours. Enjoy years of
reliable, bright and vivid projection, while taking care of the environment.
 
With the user in mind
This practical device is compact enough to take with you anywhere. It comes with everything you need to start your screening: an AV
cable, a remote control and an instruction manual. So you can quickly and easily start using the projector, enjoying cinema quality in the
comfort of your own home or on the go.
 
Included
Projector 
AV cable
Remote control
User manual
	Manufacturer
	BlitzWolf
	Model
	BW-V5Max
	Dimensions	
	220 x 190.5 x 93 mm
	Weight	
	1.6 kg
	Display technology	
	LCD
	Natural resolution	
	1920 x 1080
	Projection adjustment
	16:9, 4:3, Auto
	Operating noise	
	44DB
	Contrast	
	1000:1
	Projection size	
	Size 50" - 170" + adjustable from 75 - 100%
	Projection distance	
	1.5 - 4.8 million
	Projection direction	
	Front horizontal, Rear horizontal, Front ceiling, Rear ceiling
	Focusing method	
	Manual focus
	Optical Keystone Correction	
	±15° trapezoidal
	OSD languages	
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	English, German, Spanish, French, Polish, Portuguese, Finnish, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish
	Interfaces	
	2x USB / 2x HDMI1 / 1x AV / 1x Headphones
	Sound
	Built-in 5W speaker; Bluetooth 5.0
	Bulb luminance	
	9000 LM
	Lifetime
	50000 hours
	Supported file formats	
	Video: MPEG1/ MPEG2/ MPEG4/ H.263/ H.264/ AVS/ VC1/ MJPEG/ RV30/ RV40/ HEVC Audio: MPEG1/ MPEG2/ LPCM/ MP3/ WMA2/ AAC/ WAV
Image: JPEG/PNG/BMP
	Total power consumption 
	75W±5W
	Power consumption in standby mode	
	1 W
	Operating voltage	
	AC 110-240V

Price:

€ 215.00

IT Accessories, Projector
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